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Safe School Application Form
School Name:

Neue Mittelschule Eisenerz (Secondary School)

School Address:

Radmeisterstraße 4-6
A – 8790 Eisenerz

City:

Eisenerz

State/province:

Austria/Styria

Zip/Post Code:

8790

Phone (incl. Country Code):

+43 (0)3848 2577

Fax:

+43 (0)3848 2577-5

E-mail:

direktion@nms-eisenerz.at

Website:

http://www.nms-eisenerz.at

Municipality Grouping Name:

District Leoben

Headmaster:

SR NMS-Dir. Dipl.-Paed. Anton Haißl, BEd

School Demographics
Number of students enrolled:

157

Age range:

11 – 14 years

Number of teachers:

35
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(http://www.internationalsafeschool.com)
NMS Eisenerz Application in order to become an International Safe School Community

Section 1
School Overview
1.1 Briefly describe the school and its historical development.
The school first opened its doors on the 28th September 1929. It’s a public school, visited by
children of the age from 11 to 14 years.
Teachers and pupils had to face hard time in the 1930s because of the economical crisis, many
children were malnourished. After the second world war the city Eisenerz had an uprising as
well as the school.
As a result of the consistent immigration, more and more children attended the school in
Eisenerz. To compensate the higher numbers of pupils, two schoolhouses were built – the
girls middle school and the boys middle school. The school staff taught the pupils first in two
(1954 to 1985), then in three groups (1985 until 2013). The groups were divided by the
performance of the children, so the teachers could respond better to the individual needs.
Since 1983 the pupils are allowed to decide their focus topics in school. The options were
Music and Sport. In 2004 both schools were united, because of the shrinking number of
pupils.
2013 marked the turning point where the school form changed to “Neue Mittelschule”
(grammar school). In addition to the sports and ski class, we also run a general class. Our
schools´ focus on the 7th and the 8th grade are “fit and healthy”, “geometric drawing and
craft”, “music and performance”. 2013 also marked the beginning point of the teachers work
on the project “Safe School”. Today the school comprises 157 students and 35 teachers as
well as our principal Anton Haißl.
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1.2 Describe the strategy, ambitions, objectives and work in the school in regard to safety. It
must be a higher level of safety than average for a school in the country or region.
Our identity:
We are a Neue Mittelschule (grammar school) in a small town in the mountains. The
ambience of our school is influenced heavily by the mountains which surround our city and as
well as by sports, these are very important elements for our school.
Our objectives:
Our basic principle and overall objective of our school is “Fit, Healthy and Successful
through Life”, which mirrors our everyday work. Our dedicated team of teachers establish a
base for lifelong learning with all children attending school.
Our values:
Commitment, motivation, a positive working attitude and self-reliance are important to us.
We treat each other with respect and tolerance. Our diverse learning opportunities promote
personal development and health awareness of the whole school community.
Our competencies and ressources:
We, as teachers with modern tuition methods, support all competences and skills of our
pupils. Especially we support our pupils in their development of social competences during
everyday school life and all school activities.
We keep close contact with the parents and external partners, also regarding safety topics.
As a team, we support each other and work together to find the best solutions.
http://www.nms-eisenerz.at/schule/leitbild.html

Strategies and objectives in regard to safety
If you want to be successful, you have to keep an eye on your health. Sports activities also
depend on a healthy body and mind. Our subjects “Ernaehrung + Haushalt” (“Nutrition and
Household”) and “Fit + Gesund” (“Fit and Healthy”) address topics like health, healthy
eating, exercises and safety.
Furthermore our school has a focus on sports, so physical training like doing gymnastics,
swimming, biking, volleyball, soccer, skiing, cross-country skiing, ski jumping and other
more are omnipresent in our school.
Our school also offers a wide range of safety projects, lectures and classes to all pupils. In the
following there are some examples of our diverse safety programs. Responsible for the
planning and organizing of these projects are Judith Pils, Anita Traxler, Hannes Traxler and
Eva Zagorz in cooperation with all colleagues.
1.3 How are the mayor (or similar function of the school) and the executive committee
involved?
The school is supported by the mayoress Christine Holzweber and the municipality of
Eisenerz wherever necessary – and possible – covering financial and staff support.
The school principal Anton Haißl is head of the Safe School Committee supported by
engaged teachers, who fulfil the necessary operational functions and work.
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Safe School Committee – Executive Board:
Chair:
 Anton Haißl: school principal
Members:
 Christine Holzweber: mayoress of the municipality of Eisenerz
 Anita Traxler: teacher, safety officer, certified swimming instructor
 Horst Weber: caretaker and school building supervisor, structural fire safety officer
 Brigitte Viehberger: fire prevention officer
 Christoph Flach: first aider in child related emergencies and swimming coordinator
 Barbara Jestl: social worker, crisis and conflict management
 Helga Hadler: advisory teacher
 Uwe Bauer-Schartner: school physician
 Stefan Rinnerhofer: sports scientist for performance diagnostics and orthopaedic
examinations
 Heinz Koch: sports coordinator and coordinator for respiration, circulation,
performance and orthopedic examinations
 Heribert Kranz: ski school coordinator
 representatives of the police, emergency medical services, school authority, crisis
management
 the respective chairman of the parents association
Intersectoral working groups:
For the development and implementation of projects own working groups are formed. So
many organizations have been involved in the development of special cycling workshops for
refugee children – such as the police, refugee caretakers, social workers, community workers,
elementary school, secondary school and GROSSE SCHUETZEN KLEINE (Safe Kids
Austria).
Another example is the “Styrian Safety Pass”, which was created in cooperation with ARGE
Verkehrserziehung (working group traffic education) and AUVA (Austrian Workers´
Compensation Board) as well as Safe Kids Austria.
1.4 Describe the injury risk-panorama in the school.
(All data given below are provided by the Research Centre for Childhood Accidents; Peter Spitzer)
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In two 3-year periods, data on accident numbers of NMS Eisenerz had been collected and
were evaluated. As shown in the first figure, a total of 612 students and 61 accidents were
recorded for the years 2012 to 2014. In the years 2015 to 2017 there were 562 students and 44
accidents.
It became apparent that there had been a decline in accidental schoolchildren since 2015. As
you can see in the following statistical presentation:

As there was no change in the gender distribution, also the numbers regarding the accident
locations hardly changed.
However, the numbers in the injury region as well as in the injury level show considerable
changes.
The injury regions are divided into: head, upper limbs, lower limbs and others. Shown in the
picture below:

The data shows an increase in upper limbs injuries. The increase of this injury region could be
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explained by a new sporting focus. However, after consultation with the school, there were no
new gymnastic courses or specializations in physical education from 2014 to 2015.
There was also an increase in the level of injury. As shown below, data on serious and light
injuries were collected. The number of serious injuries increased significantly in the period
2014-2017:

Section 2
Structure of the school
2.1 Describe the demographic structure of the school.
NMS Eisenerz is a public school, located in the district of Leoben, situated in Upper Styria,
Austria.
Structure of the school
Name of the school:
Number of students:
Age range of students:
Number of teachers:
Number of classes:
Number of classified staff:
On site health staff:
Type of school:
Curriculum:

Neue Mittelschule Eisenerz (NMS Eisenerz)
157
11 to 14 years
35
11
1 (maintenance staff)
1 general practitioner
secondary
Standard Academic

Community of Eisenerz:

4.048 inhabitants (according to the 1st of January 2018)
covering an area of 124.5 km2
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2.2 Describe the Safe School & Injury Prevention Programs at present and the plans for the
future.
Establishing a Safe School Steering Committee
which includes representatives of teachers, parents, school doctor and social worker. This
committee is led by the principal and supported by the official teachers´, students´ and
parents´ representation body (Schulforum).
The Safe School Steering Committee of the NMS Eisenerz is planning and conducting a
variety of safety projects and activities for injury prevention with the support of GROSSE
SCHUETZEN KLEINE (Safe Kids Austria) and AUVA (Austrian Workers Compensation
Board), local rescue services, police and other institutions and associations working in the
field of health promotion and injury prevention.
Safety activities and projects
take place on regular basis, so that all students can benefit from the various safety courses. In
October there is always an open house. On this day, security projects are presented, as well as
project information and films presented. The “new” parents and pupils can thus gain an
impression of the safety activities. As a highlight of the school year the Safe School
Committee is organizing a huge safety day not only for the own students, but also for the
students of polytechnic secondary school and the children of the elementary school and
kindergartens in Eisenerz (please find plans of the safety day 2018 below)
Lectures:
 safer internet
 alcoholism, drugs and distractions while driving
 braking distance and speed
 first aid
 Traffic Safety 4 U
 blackout collapse – what´s to do?
 youth protection act
 lost in information (internet safety)
 …and more
Workshops:
 biking course with three different modules (basics, advanced and E-Bike)
 simulator: driving with mopeds and cars
 right behaviour on the crosswalk
 impact and seatbelt simulator
 rollover-simulator
 safety in the school building
 fall prevention training courses
 first aid
 exercises with the fire department
 healthy living/eating
 swimming lessons
 diving courses
 … and more
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The Styrian Safety Pass took place - as a pilot project - from 2013 to 2017.
Following an initiative of the Provincial School Council of Styria, we train students – in a
long-term project over all four years in our school – to become experts in their own safety.
Since students, teachers and parents very appreciate this program, it is currently also being
carried out.
2.3 Describe the political support for the sustained injury prevention in the school and which
parts of the program have been undertaken and/or supported by the regional government?
The Safe School Steering Committee is in regular contact with the community and its
representatives, with the Provincial School Council of Styria and relevant organizations and
institutions which are active in the field of health promotion and injury prevention. The
community of Eisenerz and the institutions support injury prevention and health promotion
activities in the school either by supplying educational workshops, leaflets or by giving
financial support.
Since many young adults migrate to other regions of Austria, the community is very
interested in establishing attractive infrastructure/offers for families with children in Eisenerz.
Therefore, it is the community's great concern to promote the educational institutions and also
the Safe School activities.
2.4 Describe the strategic program concerning the safety promotion and injury prevention
work, which has been formulated.
The Safe School Community NMS Eisenerz aim is to promote health and safety, in
partnership with all stakeholders in the school and the community of Eisenerz and the district
of Leoben in order to make the school a place, where children study healthy and accidentfree. Briefly expressed with the motto: “Fit, Healthy and Successful through Life!”
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2.5 Who is responsible for the management of the Safe School & Injury Prevention Program
and where are they based in the political and administrative organization?
The Safe School Steering Committee led by the principal is responsible for the management
of the Safe School & Injury Prevention Program.
The operational work is done by teachers of the school, in particular Anita Traxler, Johann
Traxler and Eva Zagorz, in cooperation with Safe Kids Austria and AUVA (Austrian
Workers´ Compensation Board).
2.6 Which is the lead unit/department/person for the Safe School & Injury Prevention
Programs?
The so called “Sicherheitsvertrauensperson” (school safety and risk managing officer) of the
Safe School Steering Committee is Anita Traxler. As the key person for Safe School she
coordinates all activities, measures and projects concerning safety programs and she
maintains the internal and external communication with experts of health promotion and
injury prevention.
2.7 Is the Safe Schools initiative a sustained program or a project?
Due to the focus of the school on physical activity and self-protection in sports, health
promotion in school has been an important part of health promotion and injury prevention for
many years.
Building on this, many safety activities have been introduced in addition to regular lessons
since 2013.
As a result of all these measures, the risk and danger awareness of students, teachers and
parents has been sustainably improved. Therefore, the school has decided to implement the
safety programs on regular basis and, if necessary, to improve and expand on various topics.
2.8 Are the political objectives covering the whole school? Which are they?
Yes, our overall objective of our school “Fit, Healthy and Successful through Life” is
implemented in everyday school life and concerns all students and teachers.
2.9 Who have adopted these objectives?
All teachers including the directorate, as well as all of the student body and the parents have
adopted the mission statement and the objectives.
2.10 How are the safe school objectives evaluated and to whom are the results reported?
The measures and programs implemented are statistically recorded (number of person
reached) and documented (records, photos).
All accidents that happen at school, on the way to school or during school sports are reported
to the AUVA (Austrian Workers´ Compensation Board). AUVA collects the data and makes
it available for data analysis. Safe Kids Austria (GROSSE SCHUETZEN KLEINE) supports
us in the statistical evaluation and in planning evidance based projects and measures based on
the results of the injury data analysis.
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2.11 Are economic incentives in order to increase safety used? If yes, how are they used?
No, we do not receive or use economic incentives to increase safety.
2.12 Are there local regulations for improved safety? If so, describe them.
The community is responsible for the safety of gymnastic equipment and the maintenance of
the fire extinguishers on a regular basis. For this purpose, companies are commissioned by the
municipality.
A special security officer is responsible for safety at the sports grounds.

Section 3
Indicator 1 and 2
3.1 Describe the intersector group (Safe School Group) responsible for managing,
coordinating, and planning of the Safe School & Injury Prevention Program.
The Safe School Steering Committee led by the principal is responsible for the management
of the Safe School & Injury Prevention Program.
The operational work (coordinating, and planning of the Safe School & Injury Prevention
Program, networking with external experts, public relation and internal communication
between principal, teachers, students and parents concerning safety projects) is done by
teachers of the school, in particular Anita Traxler, Johann Traxler and Eva Zagorz.
3.2 Describe how the local government and the health sector are collaborating in the Safe
School & Injury Prevention work.
The local government (municipality of Eisenerz) gives financial support in order to organize
specific Health Promotion and Injury Prevention Days.
The health sector (school practitioner, Emergency response services such as the Red Cross,
Water Rescue Services, Fire Brigade, Civil Protection Association and other organizations)
supports the Safe School & Injury Prevention work by offering workshops for students,
parents and teachers during the school year and is available for individual counselling
interviews on request.
In addition Safe Kids Austria and AUVA support us with help and advice.
3.3 How are NGOs: Government, businesses, sports organizations, parent and school
organizations involved in the Safe School & Injury Prevention work?
The Safe School & Injury Prevention work is supported from a variety of institutions and
associations either by providing financial aid or personal assistance for specific health
promotion or injury prevention activities.
Supporters are for example: Police force, AUVA, KFV (Traffic Safety Board), Emergency
response services, Automobile and Touring Clubs, Fire Brigade, Civil Protection Association,
agriculture chamber, local and regional sport and recreational associations, Health promotion
bodies like Safe Kids Austria, VIVID (Department of Addiction Prevention) and many more.
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3.4 Are there any systems for ordinary citizens and students to inform about risk
environments and risk situations they have found in the school?
The report system intends that dangerous situations or places are reported to the respective
class teacher who informs the school principal or the school building supervisor and
caretaker.
3.5 Describe how the work is organized in a sustainable manner.
The Safe School Steering Committee developed a health promoting and safety program for
the whole school year to achieve a kind of sustainable structure.
In the beginning (September) and at the end of the school year (July) special Safety and
Health Project Weeks take place. All students participate in specialist lectures, school trips
and excursions to deepen their knowledge in various health and safety concerns.
Each year there is an “Open-House-Day” for all children and parents who are interested in
attending the school the following year. During this event all visitors are informed about the
various safety measures and the importance of injury prevention.
Usually in May or June a Health and Safety Action Day for all students and teachers is
organized. This special day and also the Project Weeks are supported by a variety of
institutions, health organizations, sport- and recreational clubs, rescue and executive services.
On a regular basis throughout the school year the pupils attend swimming lessons and first aid
courses and they complete their training by achieving a certificate.
The school participates successfully with its students in many sports competitions (running,
jumping, dribbling, cross country running, ski racing, ski jumping, cross country skiing,
soccer, volleyball) in the district, in the federal state Styria and throughout Austria.
Many graduates of the school are very successful in sports: for example Tamara Tippler (ski
race), Cornelia Huetter (ski race), Daniela Iraschko-Stolz (ski jumping), Andreas Schranz
(soccer), Joachim Standfest (soccer), Mario Stecher (nordic combined athlete), and Lukas
Klapfer (nordic combined athlete)

Section 4
Indicator 3
4.1 Describe the sustainable work in regard to SAFE SCHOOL & INJURY PREVENTION in
following areas and how the different sectors including specific NGOs are involved in the
work.
The prevention work is supported by a great number of organizations depending on their
safety area. The work is either incorporated in the school curriculum (for example safety in
sports) or included through workshops, lectures and special injury prevention action days.
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The following institutions are involved according to their fields of activity:
1. Safe traffic: Police force, local driving school, OEAMTC, ARBOE - Automobile
Touring Clubs, KFV - Austrian Traffic Safety Board, OEBB-Postbus GmbH Austrian Railway and Bus Company, fire brigade
2. Safe homes and leisure times: GROSSE SCHUETZEN KLEINE (Safe Kids Austria),
Styrian Civil Protection Board, regional and local sports club, fire brigade, VIVID –
Department of Addiction Prevention
3. Safe children: GROSSE SCHUEZTEN KLEINE (Safe Kids Austria), AUVA –
Austrian Workers' Compensation Board, Police force, Emergeny Services, Styrian
Civil Protection Board, Community of Eisenerz, Social Worker of the District
Authority, Styrian Mountain and Nature Rescue Service, fire brigade, first aid Red
Cross, Austrian Water Rescue Service, diving school, Rescue Dog Services, Austrian
Rescue Dog Brigade
4. Safe Play: AUVA – Austrian Workers' Compensation Board, Safe Kids Austria,
Community of Eisenerz, SVB – Social Farmers´ Insurance Company
5. Safe work: AUVA – Austrian Workers' Compensation Board, SVB – Social Farmers´
Insurance Company
6. Violence prevention: Police force (against bullying, safer internet), Styrian Working
Group Youth against Racism and Violence, K.S.F. Gym Leoben (self assertion and
self protection), LOGO Youth Management (safer internet), Styrian Government,
Dept. Education and Society (Youth Law and Protection, against drugs and alcohol)
7. Suicide prevention: Competence Center for Suicide Prevention – Regional Team
Leoben
8. Disaster preparedness and response: Emergency services, Styrian Civil Protection
Board
9. Safe places: NMS Eisenerz, Community of Eisenerz
10. Safe Buses/transport: OEBB, OEAMTC, local driving school
11. Safe sports: Teachers (sports), AUVA, regional and local sport clubs (e.g. GO
INLINE, K.S.F. Gym Leoben, SVB)
12. Safe water: Teachers (sports), Austrian Water Rescue Services, diving school
13. Other Safe Schools Programs: Dog Safety: Police Dog Brigade, Rescue Dog Services
(e.g. Austrian Rescue Dog Brigade); Drugs and Alcohol prevention: VIVID –
Department of Addiction Prevention, Police force, school physician
Please find some pictures of our safety activities on the following pages.
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Impact-Simulator
Driving safely and economically
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First aid for all school levels
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Fall down safely – Lessons (AUVA)
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Day with the fire department (grease fire, recovery from the second floor, delete a fire,
equipment of the fire department)
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KSF. Gym Leoben (self-assertion, self-defence)
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Rescue dogs - safe handling of dogs
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Mobile cycling school – biking school
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Bike workshop with refugee kids
(correct handling of the bike, road signs and equipment)
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Safer Internet
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Moped simulator, Rollover simulator
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4.2 Describe the work with genders, all ages and all environments and situations. Describe
all activities like falls prevention and how the work is done.

Our projects
n the year 2013, the teachers Judith Pils, Anita Traxler and Eva Zagorz initiated – with their
first-year students – the Styrian Safety Pass (Steirischer Sicherheitspass). The Styrian Safety
Pass is a project over the course of all 4 years, each year with one or two safety project weeks
with different workshops and lectures supported by external experts. In addition, the pupils
participate in safety projects, workshops and lectures during the school year as well.
Our aim is to teach all students from the fifth to the eighth school level extensive knowledge
for recognizing, prevention of and coping with dangerous situations. Completing this, is the
certificate of the Styrian Safety Pass.
2

Mobility and traffic education
 How to be safe on your bike in public traffic
 Qualifying test to ride a bike in public traffic
 Mobile bike school (basics)
 Mobile bike school (advanced)
 Mobile bike school (E-bikes)
 Media bus (Simulator for driving a moped)
 Being safe during transport –course with a moped
 Workshop crosswalk
 Impact simulator (How your seatbelt can save your life)
 Rollover simulator (How to get out of a car, when it is lying on its roof)
 Car safety training in the “Fahrtechnikzentrum OEAMTC”
 Traffic Safety 4 U (alcoholism, drugs and other distractions while driving)
 E-car (good for the environment)
First Aid
 Basics
 Visit of a Red Cross Station (Red Cross Station Eisenerz)
 Swimming and swimming badges (beginners)
 Swimming and swimming badges (advanced)
 Diving try outs
Fire safety, civil defence and emergency management
 Workshop Fire department (How do they work? What do they use?...)
 High up – but safe (Being safe while hiking and mountaineering)
Accident prevention and safety
 Skills and concentration workshop
 Blackout – when the lights are out (What to do? How to react?)
 Training for falling without injuries
 Safe Skating (protection gear, how to prevent injuries, practice braking and falling)
 Kickboxing (Coordination and physical activity promotion, self assertion)
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Safety in winter sports (Rules for the slope, avalanches, safety while skiing or
snowboarding)

Health and nutrition
 Healthy diet
 Prevention of addiction
 Alcohol – how it impacts your life / Alcohol abuse
Personal safety and youth protection
 Noise – death for your ears
 Law for the protection of the youth
 Youth crime and Drug abuse
 Safer internet
 Safer internet for parents and kids
 K-9 unit (Police dogs in action)
At the end of their four-year schooling, students receive their personal Styrian Safety Pass
(= card) for their recognition as a security expert.

Bike workshop with refugee kids get a high award
Every two years, the board of trustees for traffic safety honours projects, which help with
traffic safety in different population groups, with the AQUILA traffic safety price.
2018 the project “bike safety for refugee kids” in Eisenerz made the second place in the
category “associations and institutions”.
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The local police and the primary school principle found out, that many of the refugee children
didn’t know about the Austrian traffic rules, which can cause danger not only for themselves,
but for others as well.
Therefore GROSSE SCHUETZEN KLEINE (Safe Kids Austria), the local police department,
the secondary and primary schools as well as the association “Jugend am Werk” and the
Community of Eisenerz came together - in cooperation with the projects “KinderSicherer
Bezirk Leoben” (Safe Children Community Leoben) and “International Safe Schools” –
worked out the concept for a special safety workshop.
In this workshop the children learned about the importance of traffic rules and which traffic
rules have to be followed in Austria. They also learned how important it is to wear a helmet
while biking and to use other safety equipment for biking and they were able to practised
basic biking skills. The AUVA donated helmets to the children.
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Section 5
Indicator 4
5.1 Identify all high-risk groups and describe what is being done to increase their safety.
Groups at risk are often:
1. Indigenous people
2. Low-income groups
3. Minority groups within the school, including workers
4. Those at risk for intentional injuries, including victims of crime and self-harm
5. Abused children
6. People with mental illness, developmental delays or other disabilities
7. People participating in unsafe sports and recreation settings
8. Homeless students/families
9. People at risk for injuries from natural disasters
10. People working or playing near high- risk environments (for example, a particular
road or intersection, a water hazard etc.)
11. People at risk due to religion, ethnicity or gender identity, sexual orientation
All these points are not a general issue in our school. Individual cases will be cared for and
handled depending on the situation. In the case of need, affected pupils, parents or class
teachers can get help from the counseling teacher, the school principal and the social worker
of the Social Department of the district authority.
5.2 Give examples of high risk environments
1. Describe how risk environments in the school are identified
2. Describe prioritized environments
3. Are there specific programs for safe environments in the school
4. Describe the timetable of the work
The school area is located on a busy main road. In order to reach the bus station, the sports
field and the indoor swimming pool, pedestrians have their own underpass.
Due to the various security projects, the students are already very attentive, recognize danger
spots and report them at school. Teachers, school principal and school building supervisor
decide how to deal with the danger spots and who is responsible and has to be informed.
There are constant safety inspections at the school. Both first-aid boxes and fire extinguishers
are regularly audited by relevant companies. The first-aid boxes are checked by the company
“Feuerfest” and the fire extinguishers are audited by the resident fire department. In addition,
there is a regular safety inspection in the schoolhouse and the school grounds with a
representative of the community and the responsible company.

Section 6
Indicator 5
6.1 Describe the evidence-based strategies/programs that have been implemented for
different age- groups and environments.
The activities conducted in the school are evidence-based programs which are professionally
guided by health promotion and safety experts from the participating institutions (AUVA,
KFV, Safe Kids Austria, SVB, ARBOE, OEAMTC and many more).
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6.2 Have any contacts been established with ISSCC’s, ASCSCs , WHO CCCSP, other
scientific institutions, or knowledgeable organizations about the development and/or
implementation of evidence-based strategies? Which ones? What has been the extent of their
counsel?
Max Vosskuhler and Milt Adamson: International Safe Schools Certification Centre, Peaceful
Resources Center, Phoenix, Arizona, USA
Sabine Distl, Affiliate Safe Community Support Centre – GROSSE SCHUETZEN KLEINE,
Safe Kids Austria, Graz, Austria and ESCON Board
Peter Spitzer, Research Center for Childhood Accidents at Safe Kids Austria, Medical
University of Graz/Dept. of Pediatric Surgery & Dept. of Accident Research and Injury
Prevention, Graz, Austria

Section 7
Indicator 6
7.1 What local data is used to determine the injury prevention strategies?
The Austrian Workers Compensation Board Data Base on school injuries is used (in Austria it
is obligatory to report all student injuries – which occur in the classroom, during school
sports, in the breaks and on the way to school – to this institution, so the data base is very
accurate).
7.2 Describe how data are presented in order to promote safety and prevent injuries in the
school.
The data is presented at teacher conferences by AUVA (Austian Workers´ Compensation
Board).
7.3 Describe how the school documents and uses knowledge about causes of injuries, groups
at risk and risky environments. How does the school document progress over time?
The numbers of injuries are compulsory collected by the AUVA. The injury analysis is done
by the Research Center for Childhood Accident at Safe Kids Austria. The results are reported
to the members of the Safe School Steering Committee. Findings from the injury evaluation
are considered in planning of further safety measures and projects.

Section 8
Indicator 7
8.1 How does your school analyze results from the injury data to track trends and results
from the programs? What is working well and has given you good results. What are the plans
to continue? What needs to be changed?
Programs are evaluated in a quantitative and qualitative manner. Workshops and lectures are
evaluated via individual interviews in order to improve content, methods, timing and the
increase of knowledge.
8.2 Describe how the results from the program evaluations are used.
If the program is well accepted it will be continued within the scope of all the other activities
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for the next school year. If the results are not adequate the project planning group discusses
further steps and either cancels or improves the programs for the future.
8.3 Describe the changes in pattern of injuries, attitudes, behavior and knowledge of the risks
for injuries as a result of the programs.
Compare Injury Data Analysis under 1.4
Example for attitude change and safety knowledge increasing:
Workshop Safe Inline Skating: Training of driving, braking and fall technique in a proper way,
legal regulations concerning traffic safety and the correct use of protective gear. Two hours
workshops per class by Wolfgang Koestenbauer, GO INLINE.
The evaluation showed that after the workshop, 52% of children are going to wear full
protective equipment (helmet, wrist, elbow, knee pads) in the future. That's an increase of over
20% compared to the questionnaire before the workshop. Two-thirds will at least wear a
helmet, which is an increase of 10%.
Significant differences in wearing helmets showed in girls and boys. Before the workshop,
70% of girls said wearing a helmet whereas only 45% of the boys are doing so. After the
workshop, 77% of girls and 60% of the boys state to wear a helmet in the future. At this point
of view the workshop had the bigger effect on the boys.
The children achieved the biggest gain of knowledge in the areas of proper falling (50%),
braking (33%) and driving (26%). In the field of protective gear the workshop was very
helpful for 19%, in terms of legal regulations 18% learned something new.

Section 9
Indicator 8
9.1 Describe how the school has joined in and collaborates in national and international safe
school, safe children and safe community networks.
GROSSE SCHUETZEN KLEINE (Safe Kids Austria) introduced the model of the
International Safe School Communities to the Community of Eisenerz and the both schools
Volksschule Eisenerz (Primary School Eisenerz) and NMS Eisenerz (Secondary School
Eisenerz) in 2015. Safe Kids Austria accompanies and supervises the schools together with
the Austrian Workers’ Compensation Board (AUVA) on their way to become a certified
International Safe School. Safe Kids Austria participates in International Safe Community
and Safe School meetings and conferences, it presents the work of the schools there and feeds
international experiences and know-how back to us.
9.2 Will the designation ceremony coincide with any international conference, seminar or
other forms of international or national exchange?
Yes, it coincides with the designation of the Safe Children Community Leoben and the
designation of the Safe School Volksschule Eisenerz as well as the re-designation of the Safe
School Volksschule Lannach (in the Safe Children Community Deutschlandsberg).
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9.3 Which already designated Safe Schools and Communities will be invited for the
designation ceremony?
Representatives of the International Safe School VS Lannach
Representatives of the International Safe School BG Rein
Representatives of the Safe Children Community Deutschlandsberg
Mario Amann, Safe Community Vorarlberg
Mirjana Milankov, Safe Community Novi Sad
Hans Boehmann, Safe Community Delmenhorst
9.4 Which international conferences and national Safe School conferences has the school
participated in?
None till now.
9.5 In which Regional Network for Safe Communities is the school a member or planning to
seek membership?
(Asian, European, Pan-Pacific, African or Latin-American Regional Network for Safe
Communities)
ESCON – European Safe Community Network

WHO links to evidence- based (See 6.2):
Violence prevention:
http://www.who.int/violence_injury_prevention/violence/4th_milestones_meeting/publication
s/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/violence_injury_prevention/violence/inspire/en/
http://www.who.int/violence_injury_prevention/child/en/
Child injury prevention:
http://whqlibdoc.who.int/publications/2008/9789241563574_eng.pdf
Road traffic injury prevention:
http://www.who.int/violence_injury_prevention/publications/road_traffic/world_report/en/ind
ex.html
http://www.who.int/roadsafety/projects/manuals/seatbelt/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/roadsafety/projects/manuals/helmet_manual/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/roadsafety/projects/manuals/alcohol/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/roadsafety/projects/manuals/speed_manual/en/index.html

List of other Safe School Research based programs:
http://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/youthviolence/prevention.html
http://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/youthviolence/schoolviolence/tools.html
http://www.samhsa.gov/safe-schools-healthy-students/resources/violence-prevention
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